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The t:me rge~12.ce of People's Power in Pa_l.9.f:12..t 

* Som~.~eJlections Arising Out Of It 

The Bhoomi _S_e.n.a. I!,ovem.!!.2!:. 

The Bhoomi Sana Movement in Palghar started in 1970 

primarily as a struggle of tribals: (Adivasis) to recover land 

alienated from the small peasants to the ~kars who were 

initially local money lenoers. This is a widely observed 

phenomenon in small peasant agriculture of Asia, where in 

extreme cases after land alienation the peasant himself becomes 

bonded to the money lender and reach~~ a near slave status. 

This had happened in Palghar. The succ~ss of the struggle 

against land alienation and bonded labour resulted on the one 

hand in the growth of the Bhoomi Sana movement and on the other 

hand in the dwindling economic power of the money lenders as 

a class. In the emerging new situation the weakened money lend

ers are being gradually replaced by sections of the middle/rich 

peasant proprietors who are now beginning to enter the field 

of essential money lending activities of providing working 

capital and consumption loans to the poor peasants. ~hile 

the rate· of interest being charged by them is highly exploita

tive, the earlier system of·land alienation through land 

mortgage has been eliminated~ ,Thus, the character of the 

exploiting class itself has begun to change somewhat as a 

result of earlier s_truggles and this in turn has corresponded 

to changes in the nature of the Bhoomi Sana movement. Gna 

crucial link with the past situation re~ain~-however; both the 

earlier money lenders who are losing economic power and the 

newly emerging money lending rich peasant' ~~.rie.to.r are non

Adivasis. 

* ~-·-------------------
A note prepared by ~mit Bhaduri, G V S D'Silva, Niranjan 
rlehta, Anisur Rahman, Datta' Sav-ala and Panna Wignaraja, 
August 1977. 
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Internally, the Bhoomi Sena movement which started 

more or less as a spontaneous reaction of the exploited a8d 

oppressed Aoivasis on the social ana economic plane~ found;an 

initial rallying point in the movement against land alienation. 
1 and bonded labour • The success of the movem~nt on these 

specific issues created, first, an awareness that it was with

in their power to change the exploitative socio-economic order 

with which they were in direct contact. The organization of 

the Bhoomi Sana as a political organ g~ew out of this self

awareness of the power they could collectively wield. Thus, 

~o~~naitx gave rise to organisatio~ and the organisation now 

is seeking to channel spontaneity of the Adivasis towards 

struggle on more carefully deliberated specific issues. At 

the moment, the Bhoomi Sana is beginning to take up such spe

cific issues as minimum wage and guaranteed employment schemes 

through extensive discussion among the Adivasis. The newly 

emerging feature is that these discussions are often actively· 

initiated by the Bhoomi Sana to heighten awareness of these 

problems. 

In the larger context, it needs emphasis that all 

the issues so far chosen by .the Bhoomi Sena for struggle have 

one common characteristic: Their demands are all for rights 

granted them by the laws of the land. from this point of view, 

their need for struggle so far has arisen in the context of 

non-implementation of the existing laws. But it is also 

equally important to note that these legal demands represent 

some of their most immediately pressing p~oblems. On the 

other hand, in cases where they have felt that implementation 
.• - •"ff 

-- .... ----- -----------~~ -~--
1 Coincident with the official "20-Point~ programme of the 

Indira Gandhi government at this juncture. 
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of law will not be feasible within the present socio-economic 

framework (e.g., the stringent laws about terms of private 

landing in Ftaharash~ra), they have net taken up these legal 

issues even if they are pressing. 

Although the Bhoomi Sena movement has been engaged 

in the struggle for realizing the legal rights of the·Adivasis, 

its own origin in spontaneo~s rebellion against injustice and 

its organization into a political organ have themselves been 

outside the formal politico-administrative framework. · In this 

sense, it is not the authorit1es who transferred power to the 
. -----.-~ ..... -

Bhoomi Sena to implement the law; rather, it is the collectite 

power of the exploited Adivasis which got crystalized into 

the formation of the Bhoomi Sena as an organ of people's.:: 

power. This newly born power acts more as a countervailing 

power aimed at ensuring the proper implementatio; of law rather 

than as an implementing body createo from the top. Thus, 

people's power is primarily a countervailing power in this 

context, functioning within the legal framework. 

Introduction 

~e hid a dialogue with the Bhoomi Sana cadres fr6m 

~ugust 20 evening until August 24 noon. During this period, 

we lived with them in their local office in village Oamkhin 

in Pal ghar. 
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Among us were thos~ who speak £nglish, Hindi_and 

r~arathi; English and Hindi, and English only. One of us (Y) 

has been involved with the Bhoomi Sena movement for the last 

two years. kmong the 5hoomi Sena cadres who were ten. in 

number including its leader - eight Adivasis and two non-Adi

v~sis -, at least six were present at any one time. Among the 

cadres were thosa who speak Marathi, Hindi and English; Marathi 

and Hindi; and Marathi only. The dialogue was carried on in 

all the three languages, with translations into English and/ 
.. 

or Marathi, whenever necessary, by one or other of the parti-

cipanfs. The piesence of othe5with knowledse of both the 

languag~s in ~uestion was a check to any possible misinterpre

tation. 

The dialogue is presented in the sequence in which 

it unfolded. 1 We' means any one of us, su~scripted by (1), 

(2), (3) etc. when more than one of us spoke in immediate 

succession on any one issue. The subscripts denote, the sequen

ce of intervention for the specific discussion only, and do 

not correspond to respective specific persons for the entire 

course of the dialogue. 8.5 means any one of the Bhoomi Sena 

cadres including its leader, and is also subscripted by (1), 
r. 

(2), (3) etc. with the samemeaning. when y made some inde-

pendent observation calling upon the experience of his two-

year involvement in the movement, or gave his p-erso-nai 
clarification to some observation by B.S, he is identif1ed as Y. 

A characteristic of Bhoomi Sena's participation in 1 

the dialo9ue was that, as a rule, the indigenous cadre.s (whose I 
formal education was less than that of the non-Adivasi cadres): 

spoke the most and often summed up the consensus. The leader 
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(an Adivasi) spoke considerably less _than the others, relaxed 1 

and content in seein9 his cadres articulate the Bhoomi Sena 

point of view. 

The dialogue was kicked off by one of us, who present

ed some observations on the Bhoomi Sana movement based on an 

eight-uay visit in April 1977 when he attended a review session 

of the Bhoomi Sana cadres, and another eight-day visit early 

in August 1977 to a number of villages in the area during which 

he talked with individual peasants ana attended Tarun Mandal 

(Youth Club) meetings in three villages. His observations were: 

1 • Bhoomi Sana is an indigenous movemsnt of the Adivasis 

of Palghar, in which however some outsiders have also been 

involved from time to time. 

2. There has been a qualitative difference in the 

involvement of outsiders in a second phase of the movement 

from that in a first phase: in the first phase outsiders 

came with external solutions to their problems; in the second 

phase outsiders are contributing only to conscientization and ---------- .. -. 
raising the reflective capability of the Bhoomi S~na cadres 

and the Adivasis and ~re not prescribing any solution to their 
--------~----

problems. The diSastrous consequ~nces of the first phase out

side intervention played a crucial part ~n the emergence of a 

new consciousness of the Adivasis and a correspondingly new 

role of outsiders in the movement. 

3. The· Bhoomi Sena organization has not been formed as 

a result of prior abstract deliberation. It has been formed 
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at the height of a spontaneous mobilization of the Adivasis 

in concrete struggle. 

4, Likewise, the local organizations (Tarun Mandal) ~re 

also not being formed by abs~ract deliberation or by central 

decision, These are being formed either in ~pontaneous local 

struggles of the Adivasis against exploitation at the local 

level, or through stimulation in the camps which are ~eld 

from time to time to review and dis~eminate experience of the 

continuing struggle and the role of local organizations in the 

struggle. 

5. A review may be worthwhile of the comparative exper-

ience of the performance of local organizations that are born 

out of struggle and those that are born out of stimulation in 

the camps. It is possible that these two.methods generat~ 

different types of leadership in terms of mobilizational and 

deliberative ability, and the quality and performance of a 

local organization may vary accordingly. 

6. The local organizations have full autonomy in deli-

berating on local problems and in, taking act~on. The centre 

comes when a local organization brings its problem to· its

attention for assistance or guidance. In this respact, the 

movement appears committed to the development_of local·ini

tiative ana capability and is opposed to the principle of 

"centralism". 

7. The demands of the Bhoomi Sena movement are all for 

realisation of their legal rights. In,this, there is implicit! 
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acceptance of state power to b8stow these rights. The movement 

seeks to it11plemsnt state law regc.rding minimum wage; it ooes 

not assert tha right to determine what the wage .should be. It 

demands the implementation of the Employment Guarantee Scheme 

{EGS), and has not apparently questioned the state's ability 

to implement this scheme, or considered the fundamental question 

of dependency in an empi.oytU!'"employee rel~.tionship. 

B. One is curious to know if the struggle of the Adiva~ 
•I 

sis is conceived primarily as an economic strug~le, or whether 

a deeper perception of man underlies the struggle. What, in 
:•.' 

other words, is their conception of de vel opme; nt ?· 

,,\ 

After these observations, the session adjourned, with 

the understanding that the Bhoomi Sana cadres would in subse

quent sessions discuss any of.the above issues, or other issues, 

as they would feel like, spontaneously. 

The Bhoomi Sena cadres s~arted by discussing the role 

of outsiders in their movementl: 

8 .s {1) 

8 • s (2) 

We need outside help for analysis and understanding 

of our situation and experience, but not for telling 

us what we shoulo do. 

Initially, we had genuinely thought that outsiders 

had our good at heart, and knew better. ~a did not 

outselves think at all, and did not have acy ideas 

of our own. 
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We then will you say that the experience of the first 

outsider's help, and its yuick failure, was very good? 

8.5 (sevaral together): Yes. 

we In what sense do you think now that outside help is 

useful? 

8 .s (1) 

a.s (2) 

we ha.ve good expe ria nee o ... urselves. we "insiders" 

are outsiders to the Tarun Mandals, and they ask us 

to tell them whc;t to do. But we have; to tell them· 

that it is they who must decide. 

An outsider who comes with readymade solutions and 

advice is worse than useless. He must first under-

stand from us what our questions are, and help us 

articulate the questions better, and then help us 

find solutions. Outsiders also have" to change. He 

alone is a friend who helps us to think about ·aur 

problen1s on our own. 

The relation .between outsiders and Bhoomi Sena should 

be si~ilar to that between Bhoomi Sana and Tarun 

~andal. The principle should be minimum intervention. 

The 8hoomi Sana cadres do not offer any solutions to 

Tarun r1anaal: when Tarun Mandal faces seine genuine 

problem, Shoomi Sana tslls them only how problems 

of this type have been solved in other villages. 

Then Tarun ~landal decides. 
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y • After failure of lioutsider 's u method a camp was held 

in 1975 to oiscuss the exp~rience. The majority of 
' f ·, 

t'hose:.pres6.nt were outsiders~ but t~e purpose was t.o 
\ I, . ., 

get the perception of the local. workers'~ Two years 
I •I' 

later today the camps are dominated much mci~e by 

insiders. 

~e How aid this happen? 
'• ... 

B.S In the first camp, we had not come out of dependence. 

~e had no political understanding. ~e wanted to link 

the political issues with our problems and needed 

the .help of outsiders in thi~ respect. wh&n we 

learnt the linking, w~ can now do this analysis on 

our own. ~e now go to the Tarun Mandala and tell them 

the method.by which we learnt, and ask them to learn 

the ·method of learinig how to link economic problems 

with politics. 

when we ~o to Tarun Mandal, they talk tb us f"reely 

and we encourage them to assert. we formulate issues 

· for the struggle on the basis of i.tuU:£ assertion. 

When however fhey meet real out~iders they still 

tend to listen more and assert lass. 
•fi 

Sel f•reliance 

We Is this ·'fierce sel r..:.'reliance a matt~r· ~f' ~'avihg no 

other concrete option, or a valua also~ A conscious 

ethical choice between alternatives that exist, or 

compulsion: 
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B.S Self-reliance is an ioeal for us, but it is also 

linked with our practical situation,·~ without this 

our struggle will not aevelop. 

We Refusing to rapa y bank loans is also a kind of self

reliance. Have you considered this option'/ After 

all, it is your money that the Sawkar (money-lender) 

puts in the bank. 

B.S It is better to rely on our own accumulation. If a 

loan is taken at all, it should be returned, or else 

corruption may come in. the mind. 

We :··why not "snotch" bank money? 

8 .s (1) If we gBt moneY._ through concrete struggle then every

one becomes more responsible about its use. _ If money 

is just snatched away, then such money is -misused -

individuals snatch it also ~,themselves. 

8 .s l2) 

8 .s (3) 

To snatch it and avoid misuse you have to be strongly 

organized. 

By suggesting soft options, you ar~ diverting them 

away from the hardship of the struggle which will be 

long and hard. 

we Your opponents also underst"and this, and offer soft 

options. Do you succeed fn convincing people that 

this should be rejected? 
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8.5 when individuals ask for something, we ask them to 

demand collectively. Then we know the demand cannot 

be met and so the people will remain struggle-minded. 

This is the way to combat the tenoency.of individuals 

We (1) 

',f 

We (2) · 

to fall into the trap of soft options. 

The more such movem~:.nt succeods, the greater is the 

pQssibility that government will come with massive 

inv~stment in some area of Palghar. 

If government. accepts demands gradually-~ then what 

happens to the.struggle? This also becomes a soft 

option. -,_ 

We. (3): ·:The method of "outsider" may be tried again, this time 

more efficiently. for .examJ;JJ.e.,:.en Adj.vasi Development 

Plan genuinely to be implemented in Palghar. 

B.S LocQl vested interests:will not permit this. 

We (1) The movem8nt must all the time keep growing at a 

Wa (2) 

. ,critical minimum rate in order not to slip back. 

This means the dem0nd of the movement must always be 

sufficiently greater than what can be met. 

Y : Not only th~ struggle, but rearranging the society for 

self~government will also develop a new culture and 

experience which they will not be ready to give up. 
,·· 

This gives thtim a new identity which develops its 

own momsntu11. 
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We in other words, the struggle should not merely be 

negative - it must have a positive content as well. 

B.S Take a concrete example. Out of 206 acres of excess 

land of Nagzhari (villag~) to be distributed, only 4 

acr~s were earmarked for th~ landless peasants in 

Nagzhari. The rest were not cultivable land. Twenty

eight persons applied. How to distribut~ 4 acres 
'."'; 

among 28 persons~ The offlcials wan'ted to draw 

lottery. But Tarun MCJndal decided that irrespective 

of lottery the land would be cultivated jointly by 

all the 28 peasants who would be paid wages, and the 

surplus would go to the Tarun Manda! •. That is, for 

all practical purposes the Tarun Manda! wouJd~own the 

4 acres. This! is ho'w they are countering efforts to 

corrupt individuais. 

Attempt is also being made to corrupt· individuals 

by temp~ing them with the hops thet they may get an 

extra acre of land each if thsy join the lottery. 

But Tarun Manda! said "no, if there is more excess 

land let us take stock of that and bring that too 

under join cultivation·/ There should be no individual 

deals "• 

Third Session: Organization 

We Would you describe the structure of your organization? 

What are the interrelationships and the rules of 

business? 
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8.5 We have a President, but he participates in decision

making as an equal. Any villa~Gr can coma and parti

cipate as equal in our decision-making. We thus have 

an open decision-making process. Bhoomi Sena itself 

goe.s tq villages to consult villagers on major 

issues. Sometimes it ·convenes meetings of villagers. 

There are no representatives as such in Bhoomi Sana 
I 

from the villages. Its members are all full-time workers. 

~un Mandals and the struggle 

You raised the question of formation of Tarun Manda!. 

In one village Tcrun Manda! was formed without struggle, 

after a camp. In the village itself,thera was no 

immediate issue that agitated the peasants - Sawkar 

was not living in ths village, and was not visible. 

The number of landless labourers was small. So 

Tarun Mandal collapsed. There must be struggle to 

·keep the organisation alive. The village howevar is 

·solidly behind ahoomi ~ena, and there is_cent per cent 

mobilization when Bhoomi Sena initiates mobilization 

on particular issues. But organi~ation did not last. 

We ~ Is struggle against men absolutely nece~sary? There 

8 .s ( 1 ) 

can be struggle for economic and ~ocial progress without 

necessarily struggling against other men. Can this not 

sustain organization? 

Some social issues they have, and they have got to

gether and solved them. The caste system is there -
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four or five castes. In this r8spect much progress 

has taken place. Last two years, local workers kept 

on working to break caste barrier and promote organi

zation on class basis. Intar-dining, taking water, 

tea, participating in social activities together - these 

ore now taking place. But no inter-marriage yet. Yet 

with all.this, Tarun Manda! organization is not being 

formed. · 

One reason may be that in th~s village ( Nanei}JaliJ.·the 

·paras (clusters) are scattered• 
.... -· 

The peasants fear that organization~wlll alienate Saw-

kar too much and they w;ill not get_ K/;lauti (consumption 

loan). They are still too depenc;jent. 

We But why then in other villages Tarun Mandal is being 

formed? 

B.S Nagzh~ri, where organization is ~ost advanced, has a 

long history of struggle. Even this year they had trouble: 
J ., 

The poor peasants did not have enough working capital. 

Sawkars agreed to pay landless labourers 3/- a ~~y, but 

against 10~2 hours of work a day. So Tarun Mendal sent 

the landless labourers to other places where they can 

get mora - both wage and food. But the situation re

mains desperate as many poor peasents were not provided 

for. Tarun Manda! went to a charitable mission for loan. 

A letter has bean sent by one of cadres to us about the 

daspara te situation: . in three or four days, some 
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arrangement must be madE~ for Khauti, otherwise the 

organization may collapse. 

The Sawkars struck here· by refusing'Khauti after the 

question .. of distribution of excess-land was solved by 

the Tarun Mandal who took ownership of land and arranged 

for joint cultivation by tho landless labourers. 

The mission finally came to ita assistance;·and the 

situation was saved. But it was really touch and go in 

this, th~ most advanced village. 

The let tar to. Bhoomi Sana expresses· the d-eep· agony and 

dilemma - the .. organization has ·:created such desperate 

si~uation~ an~ if(i~ cannot be tackled the organization 

cannot:. survive. 

Small farmets must join the landless labourers to 

strengthen organization, but~sma11 far~ers are afraid 

to antagonize Sawkars because :·they ar'e so very dependent 

on Khauti. They. all have sympathy for Bhoomi Sana, but 

they also have fear. 

I~ 1 Tandulwadi village, Sawkars threatened to stop all 

. l9ans~ ~~t Tarun Manda! was prepared for this and was 

able to make alternetive provisions. But in Nagzhari; 

Sawkar promised loans during the election, and Tarun 

Manoal w~s~fooled. Later, neighbouring Sawkars persua

ded this Sawkar to back out. Tarun Mandal was not 

prepared-with any alternative, so this crisis. 
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.R8alization has come now that movement cannot survive 

unless the small farmers' problem of Khauti can be 

tacklad by the organization. So grain contribution 

after harvest is being mobilized. From this, loans 

will be given at 25% rate of interest, thus gradually 

building up a growing fund. 

We ll.hat if the borrower does not rspay and goes back to 

Sawkar next time? 

B.S If he is in real distress he will repay, and Tarun 

Manda! will consid.ar giving_ him fresh loan. If he de

faults aeliberately, he will not fare better with 

Sawkar whose interest rate is 250% and on top of this 
; 

he has to be given daru (liquor). Besides, there is 

also informal sociaL san~ti~n. · Generally, no one feels 

recovery is a problem. 

We : Will not the Sa~kars·strike in one go as a last resort, 

by denying all k-inds pf. ~help. There are eo many types 

of dependency -bullock, _s~ed, k,hauti, etc. Thay will 

keep their land fallow •. 

J Against this mutual aid is the answer. Small peasants 

have their own bullocks and ploughs which can rotate. 

Wa : This will perhaps be the naxt phase of struggle, and 

for this mutual aieL should start developing. 

B.S In Naniwali village mutual aid is being attempted. 
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We Suppose next year Sawkars dEcide to keep.all·I~nd'fallow. 

s.s (1) 

Then how will the landless labourers survive? 

Our labourers will walk 25-30 miles and get work at 4/

a day. But Sawkar cannot take. his land out- of--the ·vil

lage! We already have this collective consciousness 

and solidarity. 

Also, out of 25 Sawkars, 5 or 6 only can survive one 

season without cu1tiveting their land. Others have no 

such staying power. furthermore, Sawkars can suffer 

less than we can. we can go hungry - the Sawkar cannot. 

Small Sawkars, middle peasants and small peas cants have 

the bulk of land; the bigger.· Sawkars do. not command so 

much land as to put landless labourers into great 

difficulty by stopping JJ/or.k. _ 

8.5 (2) : The bigger Sawka~ will have to go for second crop to 

ma~ntain his standard of_ living. after .9i~ing minimum 

wage. Th_is will inc~ease employment possibilities all 

the more. 
\' 

:. We ,_, What are the various _pos_sibili~ies of the Sawkars 

retaliating?. 

B.S (1) Sawkar lives in the village, and knows the weakness of 

each individual and group, and will try to exp~ait these. 

8 .s (2) :. Thay will use ( 1) d'1_~u (2 Lcaste; and (3) bribe select

ively to create ~ivision. 
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B.S (3) : Where the productivity of l~nd is high, Sawkar will 

prefer to pay~higher wages - even than he will have 

considerable surplus left. 

Public Institutions 

we : How about the police? 

8.5 Police beating has stopped. Police are now afraid of 

the organization.'· (Sawkars are ·also gett.ing afraid). 

Bribery in Adivasi ho~pital has also stopped. The bank's 

attitude has also changed - they have now posted a 

branch manager and a field assistant app:roved b}( Bhoomi 

Sana whose cooperatiqn they now want. 
·'· 

fourth Session: Class Analysis· 

a.s The problem of uni~ing landless labourers and small 

peas_a_~ts_ ~s rece~ving s_er'io_~s ~ttention by· us. ~-;have 
four, agricultural classes~ (1) tot~li~ 1ahdless: 

(2) ve-ry small far~e·~-- p-~rt solf akployed, part outside 

employment; (3) self..;sufficient middl~ farmer, employing 

outside labour only occasionally; (4) rich farmer. In 

all, about 35% are ·landless l'abour.ers, 35%-40% small 

farmers, and 10-15% middle. Th~n th=r~ are the shop

keep~rs-traders who are of non-Adivasi and non-Maharashtra 

origin trading in paddy, grass etc. 

Among the landless labourers, 90% are Adivasis. The 

Kunbis, a non-Adivasi caste~ form about 5-8% of the 

total population, but 50% of the middle farmers. 
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Tho Kunbis and Sawkars employ regular wage-labout. But 

those among the Adivasis who have.more land share their 

income more like ext~nd~d family with hired labour. 

Thus th~i·are not rich, and thire is no dynamics for them 

to move up. 

we Doesn't the demand for minimum w~ge go against the middle 

farmer who needs to hire casual labou~? 

B.S Middle farmer is normally n&utral with respect to this 

demand~ During natural calamiti&s when he has to work 
I \, r ' ·~ 

outside his land, he will benefit. During off-season 

also he works, and so the demand for EGS helps him. 

Actually, hb can take greater a?~a~tage of it than 

landless .labourers as under EGS wage .. ls · paief ·tine~·· 

every week only, ~and he has the greater'·staying power. 

The Adivasi middle farmer doas not engage in money 

lending but the non-Adivasi middle farmer does. The non

Adivasi middle farmer will thus lose from EGS because 

demand for Khauti will decline. 

1 r; 

We The demcind for minimum wage and employment both affect 

tho same clC:Jsses in_ the sama direction~ so that class 

separation on this basis 'is i'n order and it appears the 
. . . 

two movsmbnts can be launched simultaneously. 

8 .S This is true. The pressure of th~: organization on the 

EGS is yielding conc!e:e results. ' When it fails to do 

so, then also the ·struggle advances-by exposing the 
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government's hollow promise. And if smploymsnt results, 

th8n ths demand is increased. Minimum wage and employ

ment are not ends, but instruments of struggle, and at 

the same time to increase incomes in G;der to give 

stoying power for the struggle. 

Wa Are you pressing for daily payment of wage under EGS? 

8.5 Demand for daily payment of wage in kind has been 

added to the demand for implementation of EGS in oreer 

to benefit the landless lab-ourer. 

Struggle in Nagzhari 

At this point the leader of Tarun Manda! in Nagzhari whci 

is also a cadre of Bhoomi Sena, arrives from Nagzhari, and reports 

on the struggle in his village and the latest situation, 

B,S Khauti is not a oemand of the landless labourers- they 

will not get it in any case. To the small fprmer, Sawkar 

often gives Khauti fgr 4 instead of the 5 months of the 

cultivation season, at a rata of interest of 200 per 

cent plus, so thJt _the last month before harvest be has 

to come again, and this time the rate of~1~~erest is made 

even higher. for the landless labourer, there is the 

Visoli system, i.e., advance given just at the beginning 

of the crop season fer 15 days, in return for which the 

labourer has to work on the master's land and get food 

only during work-- just like bcndod labour. 

Nagzhari village has 25 landless labourers, 25 small 

farmers, 8-10 middle farmers and 8 rich farmers. The 
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small farmers joined the landless labourers in the 

struggle for minimum wage, .and Sawkars in retaliation 

stopped giving Khauti to the small farmers. Tarun 

Manda! and Bhoomi Sena discussed the problem but found 

no solution. They went to father Miranda of the Adivasi 

Shetkari Manda! (farmi::jrs' Association) Mission. father 

said from. his book that seven years back Nagzhari 

villas§rs had borrowed half a bag of rice from the 

mission and n~ver repaid, so that they could not be given 

further loan. The farmers went back to a Bhoomi Sena 

cadre who asked. them to go to father again. They did, 

but .F~ther would not halp. 

for 8-10 days the farmers were without food. They ate 

rodts in th~f6rest. The landless labourers went back 

to work on Sawkir•s land even though they did not get 

minimum wage.· tinally a Bhoomi cadre.persuaded father 

Miranda to give some advance: one bag of rice initially, 

then after a week one bag of wheat. Having got~e~ loan 

the small farmers now planted paddy. Even through this 

hard struggle the small farmers are better off bicause 

they got loan at much lower rate of interest (25%) than 

what .Sawkar would charge. The small farmers came then 

to Tarun Manda! meeting, and i£ was· decided th~t they 

would return loan to father after harvest, and next 

yeur Tarun Manda! would give them advance for Khauti. 

By this time some Landle:s.s. .. labourers who had-gi:)ne .. ciut

side the village in search for work returned, and Tarun 

Mandal led negotiation on thair b~half with vi~lage 
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headman for work on Sawkar's land. Negotiation failed 

as Sawkars demanded more than 8 hours work i.f ~3/- wage 

was to b~ given. The labourers went out again and got 

employment for' 25 days. The sawkars were now without 

workers. One of them brought two labourers from out

side; the others were in trouble. After 25 days the 

labourers of the village returned, and Sawkars offered 

the· in · work on their terms. 

We Through such hard struggle has the spirit of Bhoomi 

Sana bGen strengthened or weakened in Nagzhari? 

B.S The spirit is stronger today. The sm~ll farmers have 

resolved to contribute theiri whole surplus harvest to 
' 

Tarun r~andal fund and themselves work outside for 

subsistence. 

We What is tha role of women in the movement? 
:.. ~ : ' ..l 

8 .S They are participating in the movement, in mobilizations 

organized by the Bhqomi Sana and in local mobilizations. 

But there is no separate organization of women. This 

needs a catalyst. 

fifth Session: Ccnc<:ptualizati-on 

This was a session only of the English speaking parti

cipants in the dialogue, for some quick conceptual reflections. 

The points made were: 
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1. Future soci~ty grows out of the present and therefore 

its aeeds must be sown in the present. In Bhoomi Sena 

some positive values are emerging, and even if the muv~

ment is crushed these values may continue to live. From 

this point of view Bhoomi Sena shows one way of .generat

ing these values. 

2. Self-relic:.nce has emerged as a value .. from_ ex.perience in 

the struggle lmaterial base). Having emerged, it has 

taken on an autonomous character (superstructure), and 

is giving the movement more sustaining power. This, in 

turn, influences the course of development of the material 

base. 

3. Bhoomi Sena also demonstrates the role;of spontsneity in 

d&veloping self-awareness. 

4. Dialectical developm&nt of spontanei~y and order is 
... ;,.;· .• ':-I 

observable in Bhoomi Se~a,~ovement. First spontaneous 

mobilization, thGn synthesis into an order (organization). 

Then split again: some spontaneity and some otder, 

spontaneity being ~ncouraged in struggles for new issues. 

Thus a higher stage is reached. A subseq~e~t. synthesis 

of spontaneous actions will take the movement to an even 

higher stage, and there will be a split a~ain as new 

contradictions emerge and spontaneous initiatives to 

resolve them is allowed. ·• · • "i 

(At this stage the leader of Bhoomi Sena joins the session, 

and thG 8bov~ is communicated to him. Ha says that Bhoomi 

Sana is conscivusly cummittad to the developmGnt of 
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·spontaneous initiatives to seek_eolutions.of new.contra

dictions and to draw l6ssons therefrom a~d develop 
.J' 

or~enization on that basis. He cites the example of 

new contradiction as the refusal of Sawkar to give 

Khauti. To this problem no solution was known, so 

spontaneity was encouraged, for synthesis later.) 

5. Is this dialectical role of spontaneity in developing 

a movement contra~y to the concept of "democratic cen

tralism", which assumes that solution is avai~able to 

tha centra or can be found by deliberations without 

soma spontaneous experience? 

6. Circumstances may however b~ such that there is no time 

for spontaneous experle~ces. 

Sixth Session 

The conc~ptualization of the previous session was presemtsd 

to the full body of participants. 

B.S (1) This ;aises the question of how Tarun Manda! may be 

exp~nded. There mcy not be time for spontanaous growth 

in every new village, but at least people must feel that 

it is not being imposed. 

B.S (2) In Durgesh villaga, lond distribution was the issue, but 

paopls did net feel the need for Tarun Mandal. we told 

them that in other villages Tarun Manda! had been formed 

and had tackl~d the issue. The Durgesh people tackled 

tha issue by mobilization but did not~ form Tarun Manda!. 
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B.S (3) : we have ourselves made mistakes. In ~ihal village, ~ 

therl:l are mori:l small farmers than landless labourer's. 

This makes organization for minimum wage difficult., 
.·-

since if small farmers join the landless labourers for 
,1' ~ 

''·~ 

minimum w~ge, they ~ill not get Khauti. Even then we 

\ tried to organize the people around the dumand for 

'.' 

minimum wage, but it was unsuccessful. The mistake was 

Bhoomi Sene's; the people were rational alright. Our 

mistake was in the method of carrying issue of one village 

to -another-,. without enquiring what the issue in e-iich 

village is. 

We ~hen you say the small farmers fear the Sawkars, what 

kind of .fsar is this'? 

8 .S The fear is not physical, ·but the absence of alternative's •·· 

to sustain life. 

Prim3cy of ·man 

wa Why was bonded labour selected as a first issue? 

8.5 It was a question of human dignity. The reason was not 

economic only. 

~e Why is now minimum wage rather than Khauti being given 

priority? Is there something similar in the reason for 

this also? 

B.S Yes. Landless.labour is v~ry much like bonded labour, 

being dependent for day-to-day living. 
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l~ader We saw and hoar of people's suffe~ings, and thought we 

therefore knew what they were. Then we go to them and 

talk about the movement. Pe~ple listen; only a few 

talk, others do not. We thought the few th<lt talked 

repre;sonted everybody. -That was a mistake. Others did 

not talk not because they thought they were baing 

represented, but becaus~,they thought.we were their well 

wisherii·so how could th~y cGnttadict us? But what we 

talk~d or did, did_no~ excite them elways. So organi

zation :did not gather intensity. 

Men versus women 

B.S In on~ village dbmand was made by Tarun Mandal for an 

wage of 5/- for men tnd 4/- for .women, wh~n actually 

women possibly work harder. Wh8t could Bhoomi Sana do 

in such a case? Bhoomi Sana wili not tell·p~op1e what 

they should do, but want to·~~~er~i~n~ why-people do 

this, Why this difference? wars women present in tha 

meeting? By esking such questions, Bhoom±- Sen~:trf~s· to 

generate a self-reflective and self-corrective process. 

Tarun Manda! ve1:sus Bhoo'mi Se:.na 

We Whet if Tarun Manda! fsels Shoomi Sena is making a mis

take? 

8.5 (consensus after they talked~b~twe~n,the~selves): Bhoomi 

Sana can make mistakes, and should cJrrect them. There 

should be a mQchanism by which Tarun ~andal can raise 

such quistions. Bhoomi Sena ~as-not yet done it, but 

should do it. 
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We Consider th~ fbllo~ihg different models: 

8 .s (11 

s .s· 
(Leader) 

(1) Tarun Mandai~ br~h~h of Bhoomi Sena; (2) Bhoomi 

Ssna a federation of Tarun Mandals; (3) the two are 

organizationally ind~p~ndent of each other. ~hich one 

do you prefer? 

Bhoomi Ss~~ should be a f~daration, but at the moment 

Tarun Manda! looks like branch of Bhoomi Sena. 

It should be a fbderation, but we have not thought of 

thisas yet. 

B.S {3) Th~ two should remain indep8ndent. Then if external 

attack comes on Bhoomi 58na, Tarun Mandal can continue 

struggle independently. 

' We Shall we say at present the relation is based on commit-

s.s 

ment and trust. This is working alright. Only a mschanisn 

for Tarun Manda! and Bhoomi Sena to m&et may be adaed. 

'Other fotmal relations should be allowed to e~olve as 

ne'ed is felt. · 

(consens;'iJS )'" Some mechanism should be created for 

Tiru~ Manda! and Bhoomi Sena to me&t from time to time. 

But as an objective Bhuomi Sena should be a federation. 

Constraints to Growth 

We ~hat is ths most serious constraint to the growth of the 

mov~ment? Lack of cadre 1 or finance? 

B.S Bhoomi Sana has come to a stage when people are accepting 
(Leader) 
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it as the instrument for th~ir liberation. They all 

join mobilizations. There is tho ~usstion of sel~cting 

and training cadres for Tarun Manda!. People want to 

join, but lucal leaders have to b~ carefully selected. 

The financial constraint is now becoming a mDJor· one. 

As Bhoomi Sana spreads, communication, contact, etc. 

become incr~~singly more expensive. 

B.S (2) : Personal ups and downs. of full-time cadres, this is also 

a constraint. Eight (number of 'workers) is not always 

ei~ht, and it has to gro~ as organization grows. 

Movement has to grow to survive, but as it. grows the 

democratic ~ualities will be mor~ difficult to retain 

in their purity. Also, the larger the movement the 

greater will be the chance of repression,ftom above, and 

to face this some centralism may be necessary • 
. .....~\.\,; 

8 .s (1) .: Meveme;nt should not expand faster t~a~ .the rate·· at which 

8 .s (2) 

'• . 

quality can b~ maintained. If quality is lost, then it 

will not b~ the fault of those who will repress from 
i, ' •. " 

above: we ourselves by developin9 too.fast shall be 

responsible fo~~gstfoying quality, and on~e quality is 

lost the fundamental is lost. 

Taking care about recruitment of full-time cadres - this 

itself will restrict the pace of growth. One new recruit 

was admonished in a cadre meeting and he resented, saying 

that he should have been adm·anished by the leader privately. 

He had to leave. 
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we Leaders sm&rge out of struggle. The natura of leadership 

depends on the nature of str~g~ls and the issues. Sub

-sequent struggles and issues may b8 different. 
L" 

_, . 
8.5 This rel~tion is rscognized. A parson does not qualify· 

to be a cadre just because he has led one struggle 

successfully. He must be abls to do sustained organiza

tional work. 

Bhoomi Sena ve~sus other organizations 

B.S . : In the neighbouring-Jaluk, a political party has bean 

working for many years. But their method is wrong, end 

people are disillusioned. ~hat should Bhocmi Sena do 

there? Bhoomi Sena __ should not come into unproductive 

conflict with the party. In the broaoer context, they 

are our friends. So Bhoomi Sana will work in that area, 

try to solve problems in one locality. This may have 

some effect on cadres of that party ... -'n:· tmry_:~change, 
all the better, for theirs is a large organization and 

if this organization improves in method of work people 

of a larger area will be benefitted. It is not necessary 

to plant Bhoomi Sana flag in all areas, nor can 8hoomi 

Sana hanale a much bigger ·area. -luhat is important is 

that our method is app1ie d elsewhere also. In some areas 

where that party is working, thair cadres actually 

acknowledge that the shud~~ Sena methJd is better. They 

have become friends of Bhoomi Sena; out they cannot 

really change: most of them are too old to change. And 

their leaders tell Bhoomi Sena cadre~: "you are ~oing 

good work, but without ·party you cannot survive; so you 

should join our party". 
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-r; (ques- :· It seems as an organization also Bhoomi Sana does not 
t ion to h . ·t . t t d . . 1 . th Y) ~ve an ego ano 1s no 1n eras G 1n rep ac1ng o er 

organizatiuns working in the area. This rejection of 

ego at all levels - how aoes such consciousness emerge? 

Frcm whet ty'pe of· material conditions? 

Y : From the realization that without surrendering ego 

exploitation cannot be ended. 

wa (to y): Let us take ·the ;quei~tiell OF'IB- 's-tage backward. J±d.IIL does 

such total commitment to ~nd exploitation emerge? 

y This should be asked to the cadres individually. Each 

will tell his own story. Generally, the Adivasis have 

been isolated from the egotist .cultursj 

Social and economic areas 

We 

B.S.(1) 

How about moving to other areas like education, health, 

women, ~::~ tc.? 

Yes, Tarun Mandal should, when they are not busy with 

specific issues for struggle~ try activities in other 

areas if people want them. But Bhoomi Sana has to be 

engaged with political issuss. The Farmers' Associ8tion 

can occupy themselves with the others, with organizational 

link with Bhoomi Sana. 

B.S (2) : At present, Bhoomi Sana ooes political work, Shetkari 

Mancal (Central assuciation of farmers) economic work, 
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s.s (5) 

Farewell 

We 
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but Tarun Mandal is loadad with both economic and 

politic~! work. At the village lave! also there should 

be division of work, otherwis6 one or the other function 

will suffer. For example, at th;;:; Tarun l'landal level 

when they are engaged with mobilization for a procession 

or some other activity, the task of negotiation for 

bank loan suffers. 

Women may be given special tasks like health. 

Howeve_r, _!.~E.-~~_!_:ctin~. ~~~-~~s. _for non-political a~t~.~-i::_ .. 
ti~~ political consciousness and technical ability both 

should be verified. 

Work on education is not possible because half of the 

year the poor leave the village. They~~i ~6t ai~o .. '... .•· .. . 
perceive education as an issue yet. The b~~~in~ ~~ of 

Adivasi children by non-Adivasi children in the schools 

is an issue, and they resent it. But they have not yet 

thought of taking any positive action on this issue 

they just do not send their children to school. 

We have learnt much from talking to you these four days. 

We are afraid we have not given much. We shall remem

ber your hospitality, and hope you shall regard us as 

your f rienas. 

B.S It has been useful fer us tc discuss cur problems with 

you. This has h8lped us clarify our own minds and has 

generated new issues about which we had nut thought 

before. As regards your desire that we regard you as 
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our friends, (with a smile) we shall give due considera

tion to this request. 

We (laugh :In other words, you ohly acknowledge receipt of our 
l.ngly) application for friBndship? 

B.S (laughingly) Y~s, that is.the case i 

Reflections on People's Power Arising Out Of Bhoomi Sana 

' : ~· 

1. People's power is created as a countervailing power 
' '. 

through spontaneous mass action. 

2. S~ontahsity leads through a heightening Gf awareness 

into organization •. Power is in~titutionalised. 

3. In this process of institutionalization, the power of 

the institution and the power of the people have 

remained coincident; peopl~'s power has not been 

transformed into the power of the leaders/institution 

over the people. Why? 

a,. The awareness of Bhoomi Sene of the_possibility of 
---.:. __ . 

such a transformation and its conscious efforts to 

counteract it, by 

i. Caores continually moving among the people and 

integrating with them. 

ii. encouragement of spontaneous action. 

iii. style of leadership 

iv. non-formal organizational structure c~.g., 
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relationship between Bhoomi Sena ana Tarun 

Mandal). 

-v. discussions in open for4m- non-cadres have the 

sam~a rights of participetion and decis~?n making 

as the cadres, whenev~£ ~hey ar~ ~resent at a 

discussion. 

vi. a climate encouraging critical reflection • 
. ; ·- j i ; 

b. The relative smallness of the area of operation, 

i.e., the space element is still favourable. 

c. Time too is still not a constraint because of the 
1.'·'~ 

specific relationships. of power ·in the mile_u ifV. 

which it is growing • 

Some Further Reflections 

The specific Bhp_.o.mi- Sena movement raises several mora ·· 

general issues regarding the nature and scope of people's power. 

·,. 
,- rn· this spet,i.fic context people's power is in the proc;ess 

getting organized .in institutional forms to' act as a check on the 
'-·· ' --- ' 

' I .. " ; i, t ~,, 

exercise of formal power, as is reflected ;in· its law-implementing '. "' . 

nature. This needs to be cuntraste,d_} or .a'naiytical purposes with 

a situation wh•re people's power largely"or~full; coincides with 

formal power e.g., in en immediate. ~ost-re·volutionary situation. 

Thus people's power ne~;;d not necessariJ.y be countervailing power 

always; it may also have at least the ~ansitory character of the 

ruling power. On the other hand, count~rvailing .power is not 

always people's power. 
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The coincidence of formal power with people's power has 

been transitory in history. Since essentially it is countervailing 

in character to formal power, it would be generally more fruitful 

to think of people's power as countervailing. But people's power 

in this form can exist either as a heightened mass consciousness 

ready to be momentarily mobilized and act spontaneously or alter

·nativoly, it can be institutionalized. In general,, people's 

power unless institutionalized, cannot act as a sufficient check 

to gross misuse of formal powor. ~hen institutionalized, however, 

new dialet~ics tend to be'gen~rated separating formal power from 

countervailing power again. 
'; ', .:. 

Countervailing power,. institutionalized or otherwise, 

can grow with thu format power. proportibnatsly as an internal 
-...--... ~ ·'. 

process (as in Chinese 66mrnunesJ.":But it can also grow or suddenly .. ' --.-

~ in direct contradiction to established formal power. 

Processes which have b~-;.,-~haract-er.ize_d_by the counter-
~M •• ' .... ',:<~, . .:: 

vailing power growing as an integral part of formal power does 

seem to have a distinct negative element: ~he motive force of 

trying to capture th~ institutions created for the exercise of 

formal power is usually· absent in-thes~ cases. Typically, 

countervailing power growing in contradiction to established 

power often has the characteristic of either capturing, remaking 

or destroying institutions of formal power - to start afresh 

again. 


